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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; The Silent Sea is the gripping seventh novel in Clive Cussler's Oregon Files series. December, 1941.
Four brothers investigate the secrets of a treasure pit on a small island in the Pacific. But a sudden death and the coming war allow its secrets to lie
forgotten.Present day. Juan Cabrillo and the Oregon team have been sent to locate the remains of a crashed NASA satellite in the Argentine jungle.
Coming under attack, they make a mysterious discovery which sends them to a small Pacific island. There, they will discover the deadly secrets of
an ancient Chinese expedition - by the lost ship The Silent Sea. Now Cabrillo and his team are in a race against time to find the remains of The Silent
Sea. Because there will be terrible consequences if someone else finds it first.The Silent Sea is a gripping, white- knuckle ride of a novel, and is Clive
Cussler at his brilliant best. The number-one bestselling author of the thrilling Dirk Pitt novels Treasure of Khan and Trojan Odyssey, and co-author
Jack Du Brul have hero Juan Cabrillo and his team race to discover the location of a lost Chinese ship and the secrets she hides in the seventh novel
of the Oregon Files adventure series, The Silent Sea. Praise for Clive Cussler: Cussler is hard to beat. (Daily Mail). The guy I read. (Tom Clancy). book.
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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; Winky thought he'd seen everything in Wyoming Territory: rustlers, hangings, shoot-
outs, cattle standing frozen stiff in the snow. Then into town one lazy day rode a long-haired kid and...
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Tinga Tinga Tales: Why Lion Roars - Read it Yourself with LadybirdTinga Tinga Tales: Why Lion Roars - Read it Yourself with Ladybird
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This is a Tinga Tinga tale inspired by traditional stories from Africa. Lion is king of Tinga
Tinga but he can't roar! Can his friend Flea help Lion to...
Save ePubSave ePub
»»

The Princess and the Frog - Read it Yourself with LadybirdThe Princess and the Frog - Read it Yourself with Ladybird
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; A kind frog helps a princess and she makes him a promise. What happens when the king
tells her that she has keep her promise? Read it yourself with...
Save ePubSave ePub
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First Fairy TalesFirst Fairy Tales
Board book. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This is a traditional story that is retold in rhyme in this chunky padded boardbook.
When a couple of tailors offer to make a suit from material so...
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NIV Soul Survivor New Testament in One YearNIV Soul Survivor New Testament in One Year
Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; 'The whole Bible, in just one year? You've got to be kidding.' Don't panic! How about
just the New Testament to start off with? Take thousands of young people...
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